Streak of Lightning
PLEASE READ THROUGH ALL DIRECTIONS BEFORE STARTING!

Cutting: Lap Size Measurements are in BLUE, Full Size Measurements are in RED
Indigo Blues: Cut each fabric into (8” x 8”) (8” x 18”)
White shirting: Cut: (20 - 8” x 8”) (20 - 8” x 18”)

Remaining Indigo Blue: Cut (60 - 3 3/8” squares, 3 from each fabric)
(130 - 3 3/8” squares, 7 from each fabric)
Cut Triangle Paper for Each Blue Fabric: You will need (156) (400) total half square triangles.
(8) (20) of each color. When cutting triangle paper, remember 1 square equals 2 half
square triangles. Cut (4) (10) squares of triangle paper.
Black Fabric: Cut (6 - 15 3/8” squares) (14 - 15 3/8” squares)
- Cut squares in half twice diagonally

15 3/8”
Cut Twice
Diagonally

8”
Cut Once
Diagonally

Cut (3 - 8” squares) (5 - 8” squares)
- Cut squares in half once diagonally

Note: to make the best use of your fabric, cut your black fabric as follows:
Lap: Cut your fabric 49” lengthwise. Cut 33” crosswise - cut your 6 - 15 3/8” squares from this.
From the narrow fabric left over, cut your 8” squares.
Full: Cut your fabric 112“ lengthwise. Cut 33” crosswise - cut your 14 - 15 3/8” squares from this.
From the narrow fabric left over, cut your 5 - 8” squares. *The remaining fabric is the binding.
Binding: Cut (6,8) strips 2” x 42” and set aside for the binding.
Sewing: (All seams are 1/4”)
• Half Square Triangles - Layer as Follows: 1 blue fabric with right sides together, with
1 white fabric. Triangle paper on top. Pin in place, leaving fabric sticking out all around
the triangle paper. Lower your stitch length - this will allow the paper to come off easier.
Sew on all dashed lines, cut on all solid lines. Press. Remove paper. Repeat for all 20
blue fabrics.
• Pieced Triangle and Corner Triangle Units: Using your half-square triangles and the blue
triangles, make (24,55) of the pieced triangle units, and (6,10) of the corner triangle units
shown below.
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